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Ministry of Commerce 

July 25, 1951 

Mr. Harrison Clark 
International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington, D. c. 

Dear Harry: 

I received your report after Mr. Kephart1s arrival. I 
think it is an excellent piece of work and that your basic con 
clusions should be used as a foundation for the future invest 
ment policy of Iceland. The report also displays great under 
standing of the problems of Iceland and much sympathy for the 
aspirations of the people. I think it would be wise to translate 
it and give it a wide circulation. I had a brief discussion 
with the Minister of Finance this morning and he was most anxious 
that the Government receive the report as soon as possible in 
its final form. 

The first two pQints which I want to make concern the 
overall investment program for 1951. In what you call gross 
investment are included repair and maintenance. These cost 
items are usually paid out of current receipts, and theoreti 
cally they are not investment. Therefore, what you call net 
investment is economically speaking gross investment. Usually, 
however, statistics on investment are such, that reinvestment 
cannot be separated. In order to avoid the difficulty which 
arises from the nature of the material available, I believe 
many people call~ investment what you call net investment 
(and the distinction is important ~nly when you compare invest 
ment to NI in order to make inter-country comparisons). In 
view of this I wonder whether your "possible model of national 
aecou.nts11 1950-1951 is not a bit on the conservative side as 
regards investment (unless, of course, the two items mentioned 
are excluded?) The second point is that, although the 1951 in 
vestment program is somewhat larger than that of 1950, domestic 
investment expenditures are about 13% lower. The inflation 
impact of the program is therefore smaller, and the payments 
problem correspondingly larger than in 1951. , J~ > 

Cl, 

What you say about savings in liquid form is quite right. 
But there seem to be considerable savings in other forms, especi 
ally in connection with home build.ing. lfo regular financing 
is available for such purposes, but somehow people find. the 
money and the means. I think that considerable saving takes 
place in this form. Since there is no regular money market, 
while inflation on the other hand has been regular for some 
time, saving has taken a somewhat unorthodox form, and money 
market transactions simply take place behind-the-scenes. One 
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of the big problems is how to create a regular money market. 
Unorthodox and irregular financing of home construction is 
unhealthy. In the USA most people pay a share of their income 
to home financing institutions. At present, this can be a 
tremendous deflation factor, whenever you want so to utilize 
it. In this country this factor is almost wholly absent. 
It can be created only over a number of years by an above-the 
board financing of home building, which, of course, demands 
a realistic interest rate. 

Concerning inflation, I am convinced that beyond the fJ 
project expenditures there is at present no inflation being IJI 
generated in Iceland, and they are more than offset by the 
counterpart fund. Some rise in prices continues, but this is 
due to the rise in prices abroad. The Treasury has a substantial 
surplus, and the banks do not lend for investment, although 
they lend somewhat for increased imports. The supply situation 
is rapidly improving. 

Concerning investment by-sector, I should like to make 
the argument that electrification is especially important for 
Iceland as there is no forest and no sources of fuel of economic 
importance. I also believe that reforestation and reclamation 
of eroded land will grow in importance during the fifties. 
Concerning the cement plant I will repeat my argument to you 
on another occasion, namely, that when cement is available 
domestically, the use of it will rise. I expect that the demand 
will quickly rise to 60 or 70 thousand tons a year. 

The aim of the Government policy is to avoid inflationary 
financing of investment, to maintain monetary equilibrium, and 
to abolish the various restrictions, especially those on 
foreign exchange. It seems to me that this policy renounces 
the principle of making imports of consumer goods residual. 
On the other hand, once there is no inflationary rise in incomes, 
these imports should be in line with the real income and the 
foreign exchange receipts of the country, hence not excessive. 

I shall now say a few words on the matter which surprises 
me the most in your letter. You proposed a separate investment 
bank. In a way, I am happy that you do. The :Board of Governors 
of the Central :Bank should not be burf~ned with the responsibility 
of how to provide funds for investment, if this can be avoided. 
Especially since investment competes with the creating and main 
taining of adequate foreign exchange holdings. I wonder, however, 
if Althing can be induced to create three banks where there 
former was one. In any case it seems to me necessary that we 
b~rrow an expert from the IBRD for the setting up of the invest- 
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ment institution. Within a few days I expect that a committee 
will be set up to deal with the problems of the Central Bank 
and the investment institution. I shall keep you informed of 
the progre~s of this matter. 

All I want to say on part IV is that I was very pleased 
to read it. 

I must cut this letter short in order to get it off 
with the plane·leaving this afternoon. I hope that all is 
well with you and that I shall hear from you sometime. 

Regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Ben 
, , 

Benjamin Eiriksson 


